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Return to the Moon, and on to Mars
• NASA committed to Return to the Moon.
• And a manned mission to Mars.
• European Space Agency (ESA) is following suit
with the ‘AURORA Programme’.
• To land a European on Moon/Mars.
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The problem of Astronaut protection

Plasma shield
A plasma has very high
conductivity.

How does it work?
The physics behind the plasma
shield

The electrons and ions
of the plasma ‘barrier’
react to the impinging
electric field to try to
cancel the field out.
By nature, plasmas
behave collectively and
only relatively small
adjustments by many
individual particles are
needed to cancel the
impinging electric field.

• Radiation from Sun and other Cosmic sources
are hazardous to the astronauts.
• None have been outside the protection of Earth’s
Magnetosphere since Apollo…… and never for
extended periods of time.

The luck of Apollo

• If man is to go into space to stay then it is essential some
means of protection from radiation is developed.
• The Earth is protected from much of the hazardous
radiation by the action of the magnetosphere.

Levy & French 1965

Simulations
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Finding a solution

Flowing plasma
Solar wind
400 km/s

• Why not borrow an idea from nature and bring a magnetosphere
with you?
• A small artificial magnetic “bubble” around the space craft could
act in the same way as the natural one around the Earth.
• But if it is small can we still get it to work?
• Is the engineering feasible?

Experiments in the lab
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Why not use a metal shield?

Why not use a magnetic barrier?

In summary

• This is perhaps THE big problem for man to ‘boldly go’ into the
solar system. It is a show stopper if not solved.
• The idea of using an artificial magnetosphere around a space
craft is not new
• But only now is the technology to make a mini-mag becoming a
practical possibility.
• Time to step up the pace and put computer model and
experiment together.
• The primary aim of the RAL project is to determine the
physics & engineering feasibility of a space craft sized plasma
shield.
• A secondary question is the possibility of mini-magnetosphere
plasma propulsion to the outer planets….But that is another
story…

• For more information
• Contact: R.Bamford@rl.ac.uk 01235 44 6517

